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Financialization of Economy (1) - Japan’s Case
NAKANO Mitsuhiko
It is broadly recognized that financialaizaion of economy has progressed
globally. But the process degree of financialization of economy differs in
each country though foreign trade and transnational investment are
rapidly globalized. Pace of financialization is basically dependent on social
and economic situation of each country.
Definition of financialization has not yet been fixed. There might be some
definitions depending on which facet of financialization of economy is
discussed. In this paper expansion of debt of all economic sectors in Japan
is focused. Financializaion in Japan has progressed from a view point of
debt. But it is mainly occupied by official debt rather than private debt.
Debt of the government has extraordinarily increased during the last 30
years comparing with an increase of GDP. It should be a kind of crowding
out phenomenon in the debt market. Currently main purchaser of the
government bonds is Bank of Japan under its quantity and quality
monetary easing policy. It could be said ‘a perfect circulation of finance’
between official sectors, ‘monetization’ in other words. It has deteriorated
financial function in Japan.
Quality of finacializaion in Japan is still staying at a primary level. A
range of risk-takers is very narrow and mono-line. It means that risk-takers
in private sector have not been cultivated.
The conclusion is that the progress degree of financialaization of
economy in Japan is highly behind in the US. The crucial point for
developing fainacializaion in Japan is to bablance size of debt between
official sector and private one and to educate private risk-takers.
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